ROB SNOECKS NEW CHAIRMAN
At the last Annual General Meeting
in Venice I was voted as the new
Chairman of the Association. Since
our Hon. Chairman Terry Sprake
was held back by unrelenting
immigration officers – the validity
date of his passport expired – he
could not step down properly at the
meeting and I suggested to
become “acting Chairman” only
and that Terry will honourably step
down at the next meeting. That
said you are now stuck with me as
acting Chairman; I am certainly not
such a colourful person as Terry
and I have much less mileage
under my keel ! I am a pilot with
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, fifty
years young and five kids “old”.
But a new man at the helm could
mean some new “vibrations”,
although I have said to myself to
stick to only one or two goals and
try to make them.
Although much of that is behind the
screens –I will not bother you with
administrative details– what I really
would like is; that people get the same
joy out of being a member of the
Association as I have. I will never
regret getting an article about the
association from the broker I bought
my S&S from. Since I have met a lot of
people with the same interest, if it was
not on a meeting than it was
somewhere “enroute”. Through the
Association I got the drawings and I
got interested in the history of my
boat. Recently I learned the
whereabouts of two sister ships.
Several people have contacted me for
information on boats and although I
didn’t have specific knowledge on the
types concerned we had never the less
endless talks on the phone. For me it
brought not only new friends but so
much more than just having a “special
boat”, and that without hardly any effort
! May I wish you the same happiness
in being a member of the Association.
Rob

CHAIRMAN LOST AT AGM
No! said the lovely Ryanair lady on
the ‘check in desk’to Terry Sprake
you cannot catch the 1300 hrs flight
to Venice today your passport is
out of date. We all looked at each
other in total disbelief, this could
not be happening. Heavy traffic
had delayed our drive from
Southampton to London Stanstead
Airport at 11.30 we raced to the
‘check in desk’ to be confronted
with this impasse.

NIGHT IN VENICE
As in every previous year the members of this exclusive Association of yacht
owners met once again in a major European city. In 2002 it was Italy’s turn
and the Italian secretary, Matteo Salamon, in a collaboration with Antonino
Porrello, President of the Associazione Vela D’Epoca in the Adriatic (Adriatic
Classic Yacht Association) organised a meet in Venice at the premises of the
Officer’s Club.
This club had been generously placed at high with thousands of volumes relating
the Association’s disposal by the Italian to Maritime History. The Annual General

Even Terrys’sauve charm did not
succeed, he suggested as we and Italy
are in the EEC and we didn’t need
passports, or perhaps the young lady
might ignore the passport date and we
could unravel the problem in Venice. Non
was the reply, go to Airport Enquiries.
Enquiries stated the temporary quick
passports had finished, frantic phone
calls to the London Passport office put
us onto a multi option call centre of pre
recorded messages. Time for the 1300
flight was rapidly running out and
realization began to dawn on us:
“How could we turn up in Venice without
the Chairman, how embarrassing, one
doesn’t lose a Chairman?”

At the Venice meeting Terry intended to
Navy. The guest of honour for these Meeting was held here and events
step down after nine years as Chairman,
events, which lasted for 2 days, was the regarding the previous year and future
to commemorate this occasion we
Honorary President of the Association, 93 events relating to 2002 were discussed. hunted for a Founders cup for Terry to
year old Olin Stephens, who flew across The award of the Sparkman and Stephens present to the S&S ass at the dinner and
the Atlantic from the USA in order to open challenge cup, numerous other events found a treasure, an old 1925 cup
the proceedings. The programme, a fairly such as the institution of a new website/ through a London silversmith James
busy one, was adversely affected by the archive promoted and executed by Matteo Potter in Botley .
terrible weather conditions (cold, rain and Salamon (www.nautorswan.org) were also
strong winds), but the 110 intrepid sailors discussed. This latter site will contain Two solid cups and no Chairman
who attended assembled in Venice for the photographs, information, plan drawings
16 th and 17 th February arriving from etc relating to boats designed by S&S and On the Monday prior to the meeting
America, England, Holland, Germany, built by Swan Nautor between 1968 and Patrick Matthieson requested Terry to
collect the Global Regatta Trophy from
Finland, Denmark, Sweden and naturally 1981.
Portsmouth from the previous winner
Italy. They were not concerned by the
‘Prospect of Whitby’.
inclement weather. On Saturday morning The AGM proceedings were documented
a number of our members roamed around on video film carried out by technicians
Now I had two solid silver cups and no
the alleys and streets of the Serenissima employed by a cinematographic company,
Chairman.
to undertake a number of visits to the Building Production, Florence. They are
Naval Museum, Guggenheim collection preparing a major documentary on the life Leaving Terry at the Airport was no easy
and Palazzo gallery museum and later all of Olin Stephens and his firm, Sparkman task. He had put in nine years hard work
assembled together in evening dress for & Stephens Inc which was founded in and was justifiably proud of the S&S
the formal dinner at the officer’s club. 1929 and on the Association which association, his friendship with Olin and
Sunday morning was taken up by a represents S&S in Italy. The video will fellow members.
fascinating tour inside the Venetian probably be launched at the time of the
Arsenal and an explanation regarding its 2003 London Boat Show, shortly before Terry is a sailor and as he would say we
construction, history and historic the next Annual General Meeting is due all make mistakes it is: “Sods Law of
buildings. At lunchtime, members met in to take place in Cowes, England in the Sea”
the neighbouring library in the Arsenal February 2003.
surrounded by shelves piled

And I am the bloke who lost the
Matteo Salamon

Chairman, David Olley

FOUNDERS DONATE CUP
At the S&S AGM dinner in Venice on Saturday 16th February, I had great
pleasure presenting Olin Stephens with a silver cup donated by Terry
Sprake and myself (David Olley) to commemorate the founding of the
S & S Association.
The idea for the Sparkman & Stephens
Association was conceived at the
Yachting Monthly Cowes Classics in
August 1993. Four S&S yachts were
rafted together and following a successful
rally we skippers adjourned to the
hospitality tent to drink a toast naturally
to : “SPARKMAN & STEPHENS”
Then we decided to join the Sparkman &
Stephens owners association,
astoundingly James Jermain the
Yachting Monthly Editor advised no
owners club existed. In disbelief much
ale flowed with a lively discussion
questioning why there was no owners
club to pay tribute to two of the Worlds’
greatest yacht designers. Over 70 years
work, hundreds of superlative original
design concepts, from “Dorade”, “Flyer”,
Nautor Swans and yachts built in
association with some of the Worlds
greatest boat builders and yards.These
yachts are precious sailing legends.

2001 Global Regatta Results
Falcon scoops Challenge Trophy for US
Results for the 2001 Global Regatta for the 2001 racing season were
announced during the Annual Dinner in Venice in February. The
competition covered day races of at least 15 nautical miles in which
there were at least 4 finishers. The Cup goes to the Region that
produces the clearest win by a member’s boat, based on her percentage winning margin of corrected time over the yacht placed second.
There were four entries, 2 from the US and one each from Germany
and the Netherlands.

Frans Schaik had sailed Zwerver in
the America’s Cup Jubilee Regatta at
Cowes and won his class in the
52-mile Round the Island Race by a
winning margin of 2.79%. Albrecht
and Erika Peters had sailed Sasha to
victory in the Hamburg-Cuxhaven
Hamburg Germany and this year in
Venice with Olin Stephens present at
each event. Next year returns to Cowes
for the 10th birthday and 2004 in New
York for the 75th Anniversary of the
founding of Sparkman & Stephens Inc.

Passage Race in stiff windward
conditions by a margin of 3.22% of corrected time. But two New York 32s
had capped these achievements in the US. Peter Cassidy had sailed his
NY32 Siren to a class win in the Eggemoggin Reach Regatta with a
margin of 3.31%. But it was Bob Scott in Falcon who scooped the Cup

Well fortified, we four skippers naively
decided to rectify this serious oversight
and instigate a Sparkman & Stephens
owners club.
James Jermain mentioned this in his
articles on the YM Cowes Classics and
as they say the rest is history.
In 1993 no-one realized the International
interest that the S&S Ass would create
amongst the proud owners and is now
represented throughout the World. Our
earliest AGM was held in the Royal Naval
Club in Portsmouth and was followed by
in London with Sir Edward Heath paying
tribute. Now each year members enjoy
providing hospitality for the AGM, events
a dinner for over 300 in Olin Stephens
honour in The Royal Thames Yacht Club
and dinner in their own country. Our AGM
for 2000 was in Rotterdam, 2001 in

As Terry Sprake is stepping down as
Chairman, it was an opportune time to
present the Founders Cup to
commemorate the reason why we
created the Association :
“To meet and share our interest,
knowledge and appreciation with fellow
enthusiasts, S&S owners past and
present to celebrate the genius of Olin
and Rod Stephens “

with a win of 3.56% in the Castine Cup Race in August. The S&S

By donating this cup it is our request that
it is taken to each meeting by the
Chairman to open and close each AGM
dinner with a toast to our designers :
Sparkman & Stephens.

handsome silver cup for your Region!

The four Founders are Terry Sprake,
David Olley, Chris Bedford and Clive
Egginton

Event Calander

David Olley 20th March 2002

A small selection of the many events

Association Challenge Cup was therefore awarded to the US (NE) Region,
the first time it has left Europe on the basis of racing results. Falcon was
pictured on the cover of our November 2000 Newsletter. The Challenge
Cup was pictured in the February 2000 edition.

This year’s Global Regatta will be based on the results of overnight
(offshore) races, so start planning your racing calendar to try and win the

June 7, Venice, Italy
Raduno Vele d’Epoca
June 20-23, Kiel, Germany
Rendezvous der Klassiker
June 20-25, Saint-Tropez
Metre Yacht Racing Week
Juni 28-30
S&S meeting Enkhuizen
June 29-30, Museum of Yachting,
Newport
The 3rd Annual S&S 12-Metre
Regatta

July 21-27 Helsinki
The Int. 8 Metre World
Championship
Aug. 2-4, Risør, Norway
Risør International Wooden boat
Festival
Aug. 3rd
The Annual Eggemoggin Reach
Regatta.
Aug. 7-9, Fowey, Cornwall, England
Foway Classics
First weekend of Sept.
S&S Race World Harbour days
Rotterdam

Hurricane on the Mediterranean
The Med has not been a good place to be recently - the storm that caused flooding in Algeria went on to the Balearics and Spain and resulted
in awful devastation - some of our friends have lost their boats but thankfully none lost their lives. We knew the storm was coming and did what
we could to prepare. We strengthened our mooring with additional concrete blocks and chains, we took sails off, stripped out every bit of rope
rigging we could, cleared everything from the deck to reduce wind resistance and stocked up on food and water. We deliberately chose not to
enter the harbour as the forecast wind direction was bad for the public quay and boats would almost certainly be badly damaged.
Thursday and Friday 8th and 9th Nov were fairly windy so we only got a little
sleep at night. By the early hours of Sat 10th the wind was up to full gale force
8 or 9 and the first 3 boats had broken their moorings - with hindsight they
were the lucky ones as the sea was not too rough to stop them getting to the
dubious safety of the harbour. The wind increased throughout the day, there
was talk on the VHF of gusts recorded at 48 knots, then 63 knots then 72
knots. Force 12 (hurricane) is 63 knots and above. The radio was like a
lifeline, 8 or 9 yacht crews having a terrifying experience but at least able to
talk to each other. We could also radio warnings about drifting boats about to
hit. In the harbour, several large boats broke free and threatened the
others, most boats were being pounded against the concrete quay and one of
our friends was supporting 8 other yachts on his mooring lines alone - if they
had failed his boat would have been crushed. Dozens of yachts had their sails
shredded by the wind.
The noise was dreadful, the gusts could be heard approaching like a
screaming jet plane - very close! The air was filled with spray and rain and in
the gusts visibility was almost nothing - partly because it was so painful to
expose and bare flesh to the wind.
As it got dark, swell began to roll in around the large headland that protected
us from the sea. This swell was at right angles to the wind and therefore
broadside on to the boats. The swell increased until it was large breaking
combers which repeatedly broke in a mass of white water all along Moon
Clouds side, picking us up, rolling us sideways then violently throwing the boat
down again. We are not sure how far over we got knocked but other boats
reported their masts in the water. It was as if we were anchored in the surf off
Bondi Beach. By this time, abandoning ship and getting ashore safely was
impossible. We were sitting in the cockpit with our safety harnesses and
lifejackets on. We had a waterproof bag packed with passports, money etc to
grab if necessary.
All the lights ashore went out at some point during the night, even the
lighthouse for a while. Somebody joked on the VHF “ Come on, own up!
Who´s switched their heater up to 2kW?”.(Marina electricity supplies are
notorious for blowing fuses). More and more boats broke their mooring and
the saddest sight of all was watching the lights of one of our friends recede as
they got swept away. They had problems with their engine and were unable to
control their boat and make any headway. They put out a Mayday and an
anchor but thankfully ran aground soon after and got ashore safely. The yacht
is a total loss. They reported winds sustained at 80knots (95mph) once they
were swept past the headland and breaking waves 6-7m high. We broke our
mooring lines soon afterwards. It was not immediately obvious as it was so
dark and the boats motion so confused. We already had the engine on to take
some of the strain off the mooring so we wrapped at least on rope around the
propeller. The rope cutter on the shaft probably saved our lives and certainly
saved Moon Cloud. At the time we did not realize we had so nearly lost the use
of the engine, it was only later when we found the chewed up rope ends.
Once we realised we were free we also realised we were lost. We asked the
nearest occupied yacht to switch on their navigation lights and still could not
see them as we had already been swept past. We identified the lighthouse and
headed for that, making the wonderful discovery that our 20hp engine was
powerful enough to drive us to windward. The gusts would blow us completely
sideways but in between we could make progress. As we got closer to the
lighthouse and the protecting headland the huge rolling swell decreased
making the sea seem almost calm by comparison. Guessing at a suitable spot,
3m deep Richard managed to drop the anchor awhile I kept motoring ahead
and just gradually dropping the revs down as he paid out all our chain. There
was no possibility of communication between us, I could barely even see him
on the bow.

The anchor held! One 35lb CQR and 45m of chaim held us in hurricane
force winds! We wanted to keep the engine running to ease the worst of the
strain on the anchor but it overheated. Richard did a wonderful job of quickly
clearing the weed filter on the cooling water inlet by blowing down the hose.
Every boat who ran their engine that night had overheating problems because
of clogged filters.
Another of our friends in a small catamaran broke their mooring and only
having a small engine, chose to deliberately beach their boat. They did this
successfully and got ashore unharmed. Sadly their boat is wrecked and has 2
others piled on top.
The wind gradually decreased and by Sunday morning was down to a severe
gale from the violent storm/hurricane it had been. Of the 25 or so boats
originally in the bay, only 3 were in their original places. Another 5 or 6 had
dragged but were still afloat, 3 or 4 had made it to the harbour and the rest
were wrecked, either washed up on the beach or sunk against the harbour wall.
Another gale with gusts to F11 was forecast a couple of days later so the
surviving yachts all moved onto the harbour. The chance of damage was great
but worth it for the ability to climb off the yacht in relative safety. The public
quay was full (and dangerous) but after an argument the posh private marina
found us all safe berths. This second gale felt like nothing more than a gentle
breeze although F12 gusts were recorded.
This last week has been spent recovering. It has been very emotional, lots of
hugging and just being glad to be alive. People have been wonderful - the 2
shipwrecked crews have been given an apartment to live in, garage space for
storage, bags of dry cloths, loans of cars and vans. However the out-of-town
wreck has also been looted and they are not insured. Our dinghy was
shredded in the storm and we have been lent another, necessary as we are
now back in the bay on a mooring. Moon Cloud has slight damage on the
transom where a previous repair (exhaust pipe?) has been pushed in and we
keep finding other minor bits of damage but basically we escaped very
lightly. Had we been in the harbour on the public quay the damage would
certainly be greater but next time (!?) we would take that risk and go in the
harbour. We did not imagine that the seas in “sheltered” water could be as
horrific as they were and quite simply, we wanted to get off!
Everyone has behaved brilliantly. During the worst of it, all the radio talk was
cheering and helpful; people achieved phenomenal feats of skill, strength and
endurance; rational decisions were made and all was done with the
appearance of calm. Those who have lost their boats, their homes and almost
all their possessions have been unrelentingly brave and kept their sense of
humour. On safely landing ashore, the friends who had been swept away
immediately called everyone else with their handheld VHF to wish us all better
luck. We were all completely exhausted after 3 days with very little sleep, some
were even starting to hallucinate yet everyone looked after each other and
gave shelter, food and comfort.
Someone once wrote, when comparing the cruising lifestyle with conventional
life ashore that “The highs are higher but the lows are lower”. He was right, this
has been an indescribably intense experience, I expect those of us who went
through it together will keep in touch for ever, its forged a strong bond between us.
Anyway, things are getting back to normal although our winter jobs list has now
grown a bit. Our biggest problem is contacting our friends whose boats have
sunk. We used to use the radio calling them by boat name. This has been
solved now as they are calling the flat they are borrowing “Shipwreck House”!
Hopefully our next missive will be to tell you how much warmer and drier it is
here than back home!
Keep in touch
Love, Richard and Mary

REFIT, RECONDITIONING AND RECONSTRUCTION OF TRADITIONAL BUILDT WOODEN BOATS
UNDERSTANDING THE CONSTRUCTION – SYSTEM OF WOORDEN BOATS
The construction of a wooden boat or yacht is a combination of different single
structures and aspects. These work together to allow the hull of a vessel with all its
different functions.
? You have the frames (and other timbers)
-like your bones
? You have the keel (together with floors)
-like your backbone
? You have the planking!!!
-not like your skin, because the
planking is not only used to create a watertight surface but also connecs frames,
keel and floors togehter, and must be capable of handling pressure & stretch from
water- and/or wind conditions, as well as from, for example, rigging and ballast.
A boat or yacht continuously experiences changing forces, so that all fastenings and
all materials used have to work all the time, both during sailing and when docked in a
harbour. That means you have to take care of your construction and inevitably it will
be necessary to refit or reconstruct the hull or stressed parts of the hull.
TYPICAL SIGNS FOR NEED OF REFIT OR RECONSTRUCTING THE HULL
A sound hull will show no motion between all different parts (planking/ framing/ keel etc.),
but there are some warning signs that signify that some care-taking or a refit may be
in order.
? First small things like varnish or paint will crack seams or around the little plugs
covering the fastening of planking to the frames (may be screwed, nailed or
stapled).
? Another clear warning sign is water coming into the hull during sailing (hopefully
not during a stay in the harbour).
? If parts of the construction are in motion, you also have another related problem:
other parts – still stiff and not in motion – have to take more force to compensate
the failure of other details.
If these warning signs go unheeded, more and more parts of the construction will
come in motion. At this point, you are really late in maintenance!! In order to save
money you should keep a continuous eye on your hull, to recognise warning signs as
early as possible.

the moment you recognise a new crack or opening the date may be written with
caulk. If you take off some materials or fastenings, keep these original parts for later
demonstration.
Using this procedure you will be able to recognise the moment when the boat is in
perfect dry condition and ready for all refit and reconstruction work.All failure
recognised and recorded in photos you have taken while drying should be shown and
discussed with your Naval Architect (it should be S&S !!), as well as with a wellexperienced boatyard (better yet, two different boatyards).
Package 2
Make a schedule or plan covering all the different work to be done. If you are in need
of new wood (because of changing frames, planking, etc.), organise these materials
as early as possible so that they have time to settle and dry before being used.
?
First control all fastenings (screws in planking as well as bolts in floors and keel)
and retighten them if necessary before doing any thing else.
?
Depending on the kind of failure, start refitting or reconstructing frames and floors
step by step. For example, a single frame should be taken out, renewed and
refastened before the next one is taken out. You can repair a pair of frames in the
same manner, before taking out a neighbouring frame.
?
In the same way, check or renew bolts by fastening the new one before taking out
the next.
?
If you have laminated frames or floors, there might be failure in glued areas. After
taking it out it will be possible to test the strength of the lamination.
?
After having done the job described above, you will be able to change the
planking, if necessary, because the hull has been refastened and is still fixed in
the external ‘corset’.
?
A crucial task, and often the beginning of a never-ending discussion, is the
manner in which the planking is refitted, especially the seams (they will have
opened up during the last month).
If the planking is caulked, you have to take care; it’s best to enlist the aid of a well
experienced boatbuilder to recaulk the planking. Never do the job by yourself! If
you caulk the seam with too much strength you will damage the construction. If you
don’t caulk the seam strongly enough, the planking will not be free of motion in
relation to nearby planking and consequently, you will lose the material in the seams,
which will damage the construction and result in a hull that is no longer watertight. In
addition to recaulking the hull, you should consider placing splines in the outer third of
the seams, instead of using classic materials to cover caulk work.
If the planking is all glued but the seams have opened, you might root out the seams
in order to set small splines (max. 2/3 of the thickness). The material used for the
spline should be somewhat smoother than your planking to avoid destruction of the
fastening the moment the planking comes under pressure (similar to the problem with
caulking).

USING THE ‘RIGHT’MATERIALS
There is a continuous discussion about using traditional materials or adding new
components, for example:

WHAT IS TO DO IF REFIT IS NECCESSARY
Package 1
? First: make a drawing or description of the recognised failure. Take as many photos
as possible.
? Second: haul out the yacht and let the yacht stand in a well built ‘corset’to avoid
any motion during the next period. Allow enough time for the hull to dry completely.
This often means moving the boat to a sheltered area (under a shed) and aiding the
process with some warming (not heating) so that the boat will have a different
temperature with respect to the outside temperature (about 3 to 5°). Let fresh air
warm up and carry moisture from the boat up and out of the shed.
This procedure will take up to 9 months; however it is an important step during every
refit that will last long into the future. Help the drying process by taking off all paint
and bottom–coating; in other words, make the hull “naked”. During the drying process
you will be able to ascertain the wooden parts shrinking so that more and more
cracks and/or opening of the seams will appear. Do not forget to take dated photos
for later decision.
Depending to the quality of the wood originally used, cracks and opening of seams
will vary. The higher the quality of the original boatyard, the less cracks and/or
openings you will find. Additionally, you should open a few plugs and for testing you
should take out the fastenings to control their material and strength. Replace the
fastenings securely soon after having taken them out. Use caulk to sign cracks;

Fastenings are mostly available in solid bronze, but often you will be told you should
use stainless steel instead. Normally bronze will not react with seawater, glue or
Säure in neighbouring wood. Stainless steel, however, is never really free of corrosion.
More importantly: when you examine both materials you will see that the stainless
steel screw has a very thick centre with a very small drill-around. Also, the head of the
screw is small in comparison to the head of the classic solid bronze screw. This
means that a bronze screw offers more strength while occupying a smaller diameterhole.
Glue will often be resorcin – based (the red or brown glue). However, nowadays one
can also use polyurethane–based glue or epoxy–based glue instead of resorcin. Both
have their own typical qualities. Polyurethane is very thin and able to run in smallest
cracks, and is able to fill holes because of the foaming quality while hardening. On
the other hand, polyurethane – based glue will not be able to fasten two pieces of
wood if they are not well-prepared and nearly seamless. When using polyurethane
one needs to take great care that all working materials are completely dry.
Epoxy–based glue has a great ability to fill and fasten. However, epoxy is sensitive
to and can be damaged by UV–light (sunlight). The difference between polyurethane–
based glue and epoxy–based glue is that epoxy is too thick to run into the smallest
cracks. When gluing with epoxy one can achieve very good results, even when the
glued materials are not completely dry.
Last but not least, as has always been the case in the past, one can use resorcin–
based glue. When using this glue one needs to take great care that the glued
surfaces are clean and snugly fitting. If not, the resorcin will not glue. The use of glue
is a very personal decision and depends on the kind of work and the boat.
Sanding carefully to create an ideal surface and painting or varnishing the hull are
things you - even if you aren’t experienced - will be able to do on your own.
Good luck!

Osmosis

NEW COMMITTEE

By Rob Snoeks

A very welcome to the new members, I would like to quote a few sentences from the

My intention is not to write another article on Osmosis, which I think will be better

letter of Steve to the Association: I like to keep it informal above all fun. Like

covered in the usual Boating magazines, but more a reflection on the impact of

everyone else, I have a full time job, family obligations and I like to sail more than I

Osmosis on our fleet. Since most Sparman & Stephens GRP boats were being built

like talking about it. (Steve Kloeben) Especially the first sentence is what I think Terry

in the sixties and seventies, the problem of blisters on the hull, expelling a smelly

would stand for and what I would like to be kept in mind conducting Committee

brown liquid if punctured, will most probably have surfaced in many cases.
I used to be convinced that every GRP boat would eventually suffer from Osmosis,
whether it was after 25 years or already only after a few years when poorly built. But
inquiring around gave me a more optimistic look on things. Although the knowledge on
Polyester and the way to fabricate Glass Reinforced Polyester boats was still very
linited in those days -my boat was built as early as 1963- the thoroughness of S&S
designs as well as the way S&S coached building yards, probably prevented poorly
built boats. Phoning around I learned that several S&S 34’s built in South England
survived very nearly with only minor damage. It seems that drying out on land during

business.

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Terry Sprake

Chairman (ex officio)

Rob Snoeks

Vice Chairman

Patrick Matthiesen

Secretary, Treasurer & Secr. Wood and Metal

Hans Ketterings

Newsletter Editer & Webmaster

Matteo Salamon

Secretary Italy and Cote d’Azur and Secr. GRP

Fredrik Ekstrom

Secretary Finland

Steve Kloeben

Secretary US East Coast (N)

the Northern Hemisphere winter months helps and that different circumstances,
sweet/salt water, hot/temperate climate, have a significant effect on Osmosis getting
into your hull. My boat used to stay in the water all the time and they had to peel off
not only the Gel coat but also some damaged layers in certain underwater parts. I
know that some early Swans encountered problems and I know of an IW 40, which
gave the previous owner a hard time. It would be interesting to get a good picture of
the problem by letting us know briefly your experiences This would give feedback in
the News letter as well as helping others with the problem by sharing experiences
and probable remedies. Please send me or Matteo Salmon, Secretary GRP as well
as Secretary for Italy and the Cote d’Azur an (E-)mail. One last thing; don’t worry too
much; all boats whether wooden, metal or GRP- they all deteriorate over time and
need attention, a few blisters, a rotten plank or corrosion doesn’t sink them right
away, if they were well built! On the other hand, just as for wooden boats, repairing
the damage is very painstaking and costs a lot of money and especially time!

Thanks to Neil
On behalf of the entire S&S community
we would like to thank Neil Millward for
his excellent job on the newsletter of the
S&S association. His enthousasme and
hard work resulted in a professional
newsletter as we know now today. We
will have a challenging task to prologue
this high quality newsletter we have
grown so accustomed to over the years.

My proper name?

Neil thanks to you!
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Nightwatch going downwind at the Needles

?

Pantry suggestion

For lying in a marina to complement a good meal with a dessert
or appetizer:
?

Take a leaf of (deep frozen) puff pastry and put a small goat
cheese in the middle.

?
?
?
?

Season it with some Italian or Provencal herbs.
Put some honey on top and bend the four corners together on top.
Cook it in the oven for around 30 minutes.
Serve it with some more honey on top and accompany it with a
good glass of red wine.

Marjos.
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